You agree to use RCGP Discussion Fora in accordance with the following Community Rules. These apply across all RCGP Discussion Fora. However, please check to see if there are additional house rules for the individual fora you use.

The RCGP requests that your posts are:
- constructive and polite
- written in English
- relevant to the subject of the discussion thread

Your posts must not:
- attack individuals or incite slanging matches
- be disruptive, offensive, abusive or otherwise inflammatory
- contain unlawful or objectionable content (defamatory, threatening, harmful, obscene, sexually oriented, racially offensive, etc)
- contain spam (for example do not re-submit contributions to more than one discussion)
- contain promotional or advertising content for commercial purposes (eg pharmaceutical and healthcare products)
- assist in the impersonation of another member or non-member

If you breach our rules:
The RCGP reserves the right to remove your posting privileges or block your access to all RCGP discussion fora if you do not follow the above posting rules (and/or any additional house rules in individual fora).

Those who breach the rules may receive an email warning them regarding their future conduct and requesting they amend their use of RCGP fora. Repeated abuse could lead to a temporary withdrawal of the user’s password, with persistent abuse ultimately met with a permanent block.

The RCGP reserves the right to delete any contribution, or take action against any member’s account, at any time, for the reasons outlined above.

Personal and Information
The RCGP advises that you never reveal any personal information about yourself or anyone else while posting on RCGP fora.

Disclaimers
The RCGP cannot accept responsibility or liability for any content, advice or opinions posted on our fora. Specifically, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or provenance of medical or other specialist content which has not been endorsed or accredited by the RCGP including that regarding the diagnosis or treatment of patients.

To the fullest extent permitted by law we exclude liability for damages arising out of or in connection with the use of our fora.